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Major Works
> SYMPHONY No. 1 (At the Edge of the World)
for orchestra - commissioned by the Belgian National Orchestra
> SYMPHONY No. 2 (Aquarius’ Dream)
for soprano, orchestra and electronics - commissioned by the ASO
> VOID (Sunyata)
for 5 singers, instrumental ensemble and electronics - commissioned by Muziektheater Transparant
> OBOE CONCERTO (Empty Mind I)
for oboe, orchestra and electronics - commissioned by the ASO
> BLOSSOMINGS (3 Prayers for a better World)
for mixed choir, trumpet & electronics - commissioned by BBC Singers and Martyn Brabbins
> GROOVE!
for percussion and orchestra - commissioned by Brussels Philharmonic
> TEJAS (What does the sound of the universe look like ?)
for orchestra - commissioned by the ASO
> CANZONE
for voice and piano - commissioned by the Queen Elisabeth Music Competition Brussels

Full Albums
Full albums with the Antwerp
Symphony Orchestra

‘Music and sounds from around the world and even the universe
are a source of inspiration while composing.’
Wim Henderickx, composer

Full albums with
HERMESensemble

Quotes
'Always seeking exciting new paths as a contemporary composer in a very communicative way.
From intimate chamber music to opera and orchestral works,
Wim Henderickx always attracts a varied audience.'
Jan Raes, general manager of the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra Amsterdam

’Wim Henderickx is one of the most individual and energetic voices in European contemporary music.
I ﬁnd him a stimulating and visionary collaborator with a real passion for the craft
of composition and for the art of communication.’
Martyn Brabbins, conductor

‘In 2009 I premiered Wim Henderickx’s extensive orchestral work TEJAS at deSingel in Antwerp
and at the Concertgebouw in Bruges with the Antwerp Symphony Orchestra, to great acclaim.
Later in 2011 I conducted the Dutch premiere of this work with the Radio Philharmonic Orchestra
at the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam.’
Jaap van Zweden, conductor

‘Tejas remains one of Henderickx’s most powerful, ambitious and impressive works:
a veritable ‘Rite of Spring’ for the 21st century.’
Gramophone (Pwyll ap Siôn)
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